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� Milking the Magazines 
� What does a computer magazine do for you? U Foremost, It supplies you with the full-page ads of � companies that sell software and hardware at about 65% of � list price. Use the magazines for this, but keep them from , using you at the same time, making you buy things you f:z;l don't need. They all run reviews with good detail about a specific features, but with overall ratings (bad or good) that seem to be unreliable, either for sale (acfbuyers score well) or 
� utterly unrelated to quality and reality. Next, you want Instruction in computing, Its main d streets and fascinating new alleyways. Here the similarityCJ among computer magazines ends. .._, Two of the magazines care far more about their 
,..,., d ,... a vertlsers than their subscribers (PCResource, PCWorld), and their tables of contents are nothing but lists of thinly f:z;l� disguised ads: "Printers You Should Buy Now• "Spreadsheets You Should Buy Now." Four other magazines have this kind of article, and you f:z;l don't get listed in these articles unless you slip people � bribes, but they include a healthy dose· of how-to-compute [,;l articles. PC Magazine, InfoWorld, ComputerShopper and is PCM (much the weakest sister) are this sort. a good sort. The other two are a mix of the two approaches, a touch � of how-to but heavily pushing products to buy: Personal 
� Computing and the new kid, PC Computing. PC Computing is so new that all It does is giggle and scream about being a new magazine, but It has a huge publisher and may settle &. down to a half-and-half approach, selling Its advertisers but 
0� also giving advice. A third useful feature of all these magazines Is their U columnists, of which all have many. Some write for several of f-., the group. They rarely push products, having much editorial (/) control, and divide their time between giving advice (helpful) 
f;l and whispering hot gossip (fun). None of them know much '""' more than Your Fearless Leader, but we all pretend to know 
[:;l a lot, and in a way we do: Columnists let their noses, their,._.. instincts, do the talking, and if you've been in humanity andt--< in computing for a year or two. It's fairly easy to figure out ..,_. where the big, dumb companies are pointing. You take these � solid predictions, say a little birdie snitched, and it makes I:::' both good and valuable reading. Columnists are the frosting :S: on every periodical cake. 
� Info to You from 422 
C You may wonder why the computer magazines print � such huge wobs of interesting writing, enough to give you a -... week's reailing in every Issue, wlien all they want Is Cj advertising bucks and they hate to pay writers. The reason is � (of course) dollars. Magazine subscriptions run $10 or $20 a ""'E year, but they would be $50 to $200 a year (with nobody subscr!bincl if they had to go first-class mail. Now, diere's a little-known, almost secret rule in the d DMM (Domestic Mail Manual), that says you can't use (<l second-class mail (wait-a-month bulk-mail cheapness, one-0::: day letter speed) unless your magazine is at least 25% non-� advertising. (section 422.231a) So that puts the computer publishers in a pickle. Each sells up to 600 pages of advertising every month, so they have to buy as much as 
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200 pages per Issue of honest-to-god writing to go with It. Some such pages are not quite honest, as I have suggested,_and fu,e "new products" and "short reviews" _§ectl_of!s oI everymagazme are blatant violations of the 25% rule, obviously paid for and forbidden in the terms of section 422.232. I'll print these regs if members ask me to. I don't know why the post office has not caught on, but I'm not about to rat on a custom that satisfies me. It's all Information, and useful as long as I distrust the ratings given. There is another twist to getting the most information and the least thought control from your magazines. You not only seek out the advice articles -- you seek out the advice buried m obvious advertising articles. Here you are, in the midst of a forest of "Twenty Databases You Should Buy Now," and you wander through a passage saying there's a sexy new feature, press ALT-2 and the program prints you a second copy! Woweel Buy now! 

But if you're alert, you remember that you saw something like that in the back of the manual of the database you intend to keep using. You make a note on the magazine cover, "2-copy p.88," along with those prices you liked that are so hard to look up again. It helps to read with a "perm.anent commercial-art" marker within reach; it's the only thing that writes on those glossy covers. 
Get What You Got, Save 100% You check out your current hardware and software with the clues you've spotted in your "Buy New Stuff'" reading, and you become a more effective user of your old stuff. It's not only as good as the day you bought it; it's better every time you learn a new trick for it. Magazines are a useful tool for your computing. Drink their nutritious juice, and spit out the pits. 
Don't Read This Boasting 

Each of us thinks he's a bit better than others think, because what we do well approaches our own ideas of exactly right, but does not fit as well with the other guy's idea of exactly right. Given that caution, I now tell you that the Whimper has gotten better than the rest of the Computer press. Impossible? Remember that we're talking about your leader's own idea of better, which is the only measuring stick I have. And what, in this limited viewpoint, is so good about the Whimper? Our articles are not written with the implication that every computer magazine article carries as freight: "You need new hardware/software. What you have is not good enough." 
























